
All Allstate Stairtreads are manufactured of 100% virgin vulcanized NON 
SHRINKING rubber & NR Natural rubber. They are compression molded at 
2000 pounds per square inch tonnage for greater wear and easier maintenance. 
All Allstate treads conform fully w/ US Federal specification # RR-T-650C, 
Composition A, Types 1, 2, & 4. All Allstate treads meet flammability
requirements of the NFPA Life safety code 101. 
 ASTM E 162-98 = 54.74 
 ASTM E 84-00a = Class B
 ASTM E 648/NFPA 101 = Class 1

     

Stairtread Specifications

Brasilia™ is available in Square Nose only. Lengths up to 72”. The nose is a 
2” long adjustable nose. 12” deep. 100+ colors. Gauge: ¼” tapering to 
1/8” in back. Butts to Brasilia™ & Belem™ rubber flooring.

Kruger™  meets Federal specs #ZZ-T-001237-GSA-FSS. Available in square 
nose treads up to 72” (36”, 42”, 48”, 60” + 72”) long and round nose up to 
60” (36”, 42”, 48” + 60”) long. 12 ½” deep. . Matching Kruger™ landing tile 
available. Available in 100+ colors. Minimum order for round nose treads is 
64 pieces.

Curitiba™  meets Federal specs #RR-T-650, Type A + ZZ-T-pp1237-GSA-FSS. 
Available in square nose only, up to 72” lengths (36”, 42”, 48”, 60” + 72”). 
20” deep. Gauge: ¼” tapering to 1/8” in back. Available in 100+ colors. Has 
built in riser
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Some of our treads have an adjustable 
nose to help speed installation and 
meet ADA recommendations



     

Stairtread Specifications (Cont.)

Accessories:
 Risers: 7” high in select colors. (Curitiba has a built in riser). Select  
 colors only.
 Stringers: 6’ length x 10” height, minimum order applies. Select 
 colors only.

Adhesive: Allstate Stairtread adhesive + nose caulk must be used for war-
ranty to apply.

Colors: available in all Allstate colors [Wallbase (A) + tile colors (D) ] except 
for whites + metallic. We make any color except for metallic, translucent and 
whites in Allstate Stairtreads. Any custom color is available for a minimum of 
25 pieces, for standard treads (Kruger sq nose + Brasilia™, Curitiba™.)

Title 24: A 2” wide contrasting safety strip is available in all Stairtreads. 
Color: Black, Glow in the dark, safety yellow.

Limitations: Sold for indoor commercial use only.  Not for use in commercial 
kitchens. Terms & specifications are subject to change without notice.

LEED Info: 4.1 Low emitting adhesive, 6.0 Rapid renewable materials, 
Natural rubber.

The back of the treads are sanded for sure adhesion.
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